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Embedded Planet Partners With Ultimate Solutions on Reselling Agreement
Embedded Planet Becomes a North American Authorized Reseller of Abatron Development Tools
Cleveland, OH – (July 26, 2007) – Embedded Planet, a leading supplier of single board computers and
embedded systems training and services, today announced a partnering agreement with embedded tools
provider Ultimate Solutions. Under the new partnering agreement Embedded Planet will become a North
American authorized reseller of Abatron Development Tools, including the BDI2000 BDM/JTAG
emulator.
“With this agreement Embedded Planet can offer our customers a well supported and completely integrated
development solution,” said Matt Hoover, Vice President of Sales and Marketing at Embedded Planet.
“With the increasing complexity of embedded systems designs, delivering integrated debugging systems
has become more critical to overall project success and our agreement with Ultimate Solutions increases
our ability to support our customers’ demands.”
The Abatron BDI2000 BDM/JTAG emulator is a flexible and high performance emulator. It supports
numerous CPU architectures and features high-speed file download and debug over its Ethernet interface.
The BDI2000 supports kernel debugging when an MMU is enabled on the target processor making it a
good choice for developers of Linux board support packages and device drivers. In addition to Linux
development support the BDI2000 can be used for board bring up and supports programming of a wide
range of flash devices.
“Embedded Planet has long been a leading provider of production and reference designs for PowerPC
embedded systems,” said Peter Tympanick, Director of Sales and Marketing at Ultimate Solutions. “The
combination of Abatron development tools and Embedded Planet board level products allows customers to
focus on application development without having to worry about the quality and stability of their development
environment.”
Embedded Planet will bundle the BDI2000 with support and configuration files for Embedded Planet board
level products for customers in North America. For pricing and availability please contact Embedded Planet
sales at sales@embeddedplanet.com or 216.245.4180.
About Embedded Planet
Embedded Planet, founded in 1997, is a leading full service single board computer and embedded systems
solution provider. The company’s unique set of capabilities enables it to support organizations through the
entire lifecycle of product development with customized training at project launch through high quality
volume production services during product deployment. Embedded Planet’s integrated hardware and
software systems and training capabilities accelerate time to market for OEMs in the networking, military,
industrial, and medical markets. The company’s products support a broad range of processors, embedded
operating systems, and form factors. For more information, please see www.embeddedplanet.com or email
info@embeddedplanet.com.
About Ultimate Solutions

Ultimate Solutions was founded in 1999 with the vision to provide developers of embedded systems with a
single channel to procure a wide spectrum of professional development tools. In 2006, the company created
a new division that focuses on the sale of small form factor processor and communications modules. USI's
product lines target the most commonly used general purpose CPUs and programmable DSPs available in
the market. For more information, please visit http://www.ultsol.com.
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